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Preferences of shorefront lot owners are conditioned by past experiences in a non-coastal setting, and flat, green
lawns and trimmed shrubs and hedges are common on their lots. Lawns eliminate diversity of topography and
vegetation and are more costly to maintain than natural vegetation. Dunes on private lots are generally lower and less
mobile than municipally managed foredunes, and contain more shrubs than natural dunes would have at similar
distances from the sea. Unvegetated troughs and structures, such as bulkheads, boardwalks and walls, are
conspicuous cultural features that interrupt the natural environmental gradient. The low elevation and stability of
lots landward of protective foredunes and the lack of space for natural backdune environments in developed areas
argues for maintaining lots using backdune species. Topographic relief, space, aesthetics of the vegetation, and cost
affect willingness and capability of residents to use natural landscaping. Seashore plants that have attractive flowers
or foliage or provide height and texture are aesthetically appealing and may cause owners to adopt more natural
landscaping. New vegetation can look more natural if planted in irregular masses of color and texture and cutting is
minimized. The physical and visual impact of cultural features should be minimized by removing them or by
allowing sand to inundate them. Maintenance should be specified in landscaping contracts, and success of
vegetation should be guaranteed. These provisions would reduce the uncritical use of exotics that have low
probability of surviving. Education programs and research programs for finding ways to make natural options less
costly should be implemented.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Dunes, exotics, natural vegetation, resident preferences, sand fences.

ABSTRACT

Restoring Natural Landscapes on Private Shorefront Properties
in New Jersey, USA

W.A. Mitteager†; A. Burke‡ and K. F. Nordstrom†

INTRODUCTION

Private coastal lots represent a major potential natural
resource that has received little attention from scientists and
managers. The seaward edge of these lots can be one of the most
conspicuous boundaries between wild nature and human
habitation. In the USA, this boundary is often demarcated by a
shore parallel wall, fence, or line of exotic vegetation used for
landscaping by property owners (C and N
2003). Many residents use suburban conceptions of landscape
taste in maintaining their lots, preferring flat lawns to
hummocky dunes. Public officials who build or maintain dunes
to provide storm protection or habitat can only do so on the
public portion of the beach, resulting in a dune that is small
relative to its natural counterpart and lacking the backdune
environment found in a natural environmental gradient.
Previous studies of developed shores have called attention to
the value of shorefront residents accepting natural landscaping
alternatives on their properties to provide wildlife habitat and to
change the culture of coastal resort communities to enhance the
image of a developed coast, influence future landscaping
actions taken by residents, and increase the likelihood that
natural features will be a positive factor in resale of coastal
property 2003).

Attempts to restructure the attitudes and actions of residents
to accept natural landscaping can be a difficult task (F
and R 1999, 2001). To be successful,
environmentally-compatible landscaping options should be
based on achievable target states and realistic guidelines using
methods and support infrastructure that are already in place.
The first steps in a restoration program are, then, to identify 1)
types of landscape features that exist on private lots and the
public, municipally managed dunes fronting them; 2) resident
attitudes and capabilities; 3) best existing management
practices; and 4) ways of overcoming reluctance of residents in
adopting better management practices. This paper provides

perspective on these aspects by examining conditions on private
lots in 7 municipalities representing 3 distinctive segments
along the shore of the state of New Jersey, USA (Figure 1A).
New Jersey was selected as the study area because the state has
one of the most intensively developed shorelines in the country,
and most of the shorefront is in private lots.

The ocean coast of New Jersey is 205 km long and consists of
a series of barrier islands and spits, with low headlands in the
north. Dominant winds are from the northwest and blow
offshore, but the effect of these winds is diminished in
developed areas (Figure 2) where the high density of houses
reduces wind speeds dramatically. Northeasterly and
southeasterly storm winds are important for dune building
because they blow across a wide un-vegetated sand source with
minimal roughness. Native beach sediments range from coarse
sand in the northern parts of the state to fine sand at Ocean City
(M 1954; U 1966).

The landward portions of natural dunes and their vegetation
were eliminated in many municipalities to accommodate
development. Dunes that are now seaward of buildings are
truncated portions of natural dunes or, more commonly, new
dunes created artificially using sand fences, vegetation
plantings, or earth-moving equipment.

The dominant natural foredune vegetation is the native
American beach grass ( ), which is the
most commonly-planted species. Other common species are
seaside goldenrod ( ), seaside spurge
( ), beach pea ( ),
sea rocket ( ), sand spurrey (

), cockleburr ( ), sickleleaf golden
aster ( ), salt marsh bullrush (

), and the non-native saltwort ( ).
Bayberry ( ) and exotic shrubs and trees,
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including rugosa rose ( ) and Japanese black pine
( ), occur along the landward margin of
municipal foredunes. These species may also occur on private
lots. Nearly any plant can grow on a dune if it is intensively
managed, and some residents import soil or install sprinkler
systems that change the growing conditions to accommodate
species that could not naturally occur there. A variety of non-
natural landscaping elements are used on private property,
including lawn grass, gravel, impermeable concrete platforms
and raised wooden decks. Low impermeable walls may be
constructed on the seaward side of properties as a barrier against
wind-blown sand.

Most municipalities build protective foredunes by placing
successive rows of sand-trapping fences and plantingAmerican
beach grass. The oldest protective foredunes are in portions of
municipalities on Long Beach Island, including Harvey Cedars,
where small dunes were built in response to a major storm in
March 1962. Foredunes in Manasquan and Ocean City were
built after recent nourishment projects. Much of the landward
portion of the municipal dune at Sea Girt pre-dated the most
recent large-scale beach nourishment project. The narrowest
beaches and dunes are in the municipalities on Long Beach
Island, where large-scale beach nourishment has not occurred.

The shorefront can be divided into two clearly defined
management units consisting of a municipally managed
beach/foredune zone and a privately managed zone that may
contain a dune, depending on resident preference (Figure 1).
Some municipalities maintain troughs landward of the dune
crest, where sand is removed to minimize deposition on the
boardwalk or private lots. In some cases, the municipally
managed foredune is contiguous with the dune on private lots;
in other cases, a bulkhead separates the dune from private lots
(Figure 1C). Many bulkheads are now buried under dunes that
have been re-established following beach nourishment
operations. Public access to the beach is provided at the seaward

terminus of all shore-perpendicular roads. The density of roads
varies from about every 10 houses at Ocean City to every 2
houses on Long Beach Island.

Buildings in New Jersey are primarily single-family and
multiple-unit houses (Figure 2), with larger hotels and guest
houses near central business districts. Most municipalities are
in the National Flood Insurance Program, and new structures
must be built with the lowest floor above base flood elevation
(3.05 m above mean sea level), but many structures that pre-
date the program were built on the ground. Most houses are
second homes or rental properties and are used only seasonally
or on week ends. All of the private lots surveyed abut the beach
or foredune; the first shore-parallel road is landward of the
house.

Rosa rugosa
Pinus thunbergii Parl.

.
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Figure 1. Location of study sites, and depiction of conditions monitored in the field.

Figure 2. Backdune at Point Pleasant, New Jersey. Grass near
the landward toe of dune is fescue, a typical lawn species that
appears compatible in its appearance because it is not on a flat,
graded surface and is not mowed.
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The beaches at Sea Girt, Manasquan and Ocean City were
nourished recently, creating wide beaches and ample room for
construction of a protective foredune in the municipally
managed zone. An elevated wooden boardwalk runs along 67%
of the lots evaluated in Sea Girt and 32% of the lots evaluated in
Ocean City. A concrete promenade constructed directly on the
backbeach surface extends along 69% of the lots in Manasquan.
The municipal dune at Sea Girt is landward of the boardwalk,
whereas it is seaward of the boardwalk at Ocean City and the
promenade at Manasquan.

The principal state control on activities in the beach and dune
environments is the CoastalArea Facilities ReviewAct of 1973,
with its 1993/94 amendments that require permits for
construction or expansion of single-family houses or duplex
houses located in dunes. The dune rule is written for shore
protection, not habitat, aesthetic or heritage value. Direct
disturbance to the dunes that would reduce their dimensions is
prohibited, but sand can be added by earth-moving equipment,
and vegetation may be planted. Locations that have no dune
(e.g. due to prior elimination by grading) are not in a controlled
zone. Municipal regulations may restrict walking on the
municipally managed dune, removing sediment, or reducing its
size, but there are no real restrictions to the way dunes on private
lots are managed. Landscaping may be accomplished by
individual owners or professional landscapers.

Detailed ground surveys were made of physical features on
364 private lots and the corresponding sections of municipal
dune fronting each of them. The area surveyed on each lot was
bounded on the landward side by the house or its attached deck,
on the longshore side by the lot line of adjacent owners
(revealed by conspicuous change in landscaping practice), and
on the seaward side by a line demarcated by the municipality or
the private lot owner (bulkhead, fences, flagstones, change in
landscape appearance) or by drawing an imaginary “string line”
from more clearly-demarcated neighboring lots. The variables
used were those that could be readily observed from accessible
locations such as street ends, designated dune walkovers, the
backbeach, and unvegetated troughs. Data were collected from
these locations to avoid the difficulties of gaining access to
private properties. The data are meaningful because they
represent the landscape image seen by the many residents and
tourists who use public recreation areas.

Variables measured on private lots include 1) presence or
absence of dune; 2) contiguity of dune with municipal dune; 3)
dune height relative to window height; 4) substrate
characteristics; 5) types of fences or barriers; 6) elevation of
house relative to ground surface; 7) number of floors in house;
8) configuration of dwelling units in house; 9) management unit
responsible for demarcating the boundary between natural and
non-natural landscape elements; 10) density of vegetation; 11)
type of vegetation; and 12) presence of potted plants. Variables
measured in the municipally managed zone seaward of each
private lot include 1) presence or absence of protective
foredune; 2) density of vegetation; 3) presence of shrubs; 4)
presence of pathways through the dune; 5) presence of a
bulkhead landward of dune; 6) locations of sand-trapping
fences; and 7) dune height relative to window height.

A dune was identified as present on a private lot if any
vegetated or unvegetated mound of unconsolidated sand
occurred. It was considered contiguous with a municipal dune if
the dune was not separated completely by a cultural feature such
as a trough, boardwalk, or other obstacle preventing aeolian
transport. Dune height relative to the height of ground floor
windows was estimated by interpreting whether a direct line
between the upper half of the window and the top of the lowest
portion of the dune would allow for a view of the surf zone. This
variable was recorded because of the importance residents
attach to maintaining views of the sea. Substrate characteristics
were determined by identifying whether any portion on the lot
seaward of the houses was bare sand, pebbles (a common

landscaping element often used with weed killer) or
impermeable (usually concrete or asphalt). Fences and barriers
were recorded as either permeable sand trapping fences, wind
barriers (walls), or other barriers (usually symbolic fences) that
do not prevent or reduce aeolian transport.

Elevation of the house refers to whether the first habitable
floor was raised on pilings. Number of floors refers to habitable
floors. Configuration of dwelling units refers to whether houses
were built as flats or as town houses with units on more than one
floor. The management unit responsible for demarcating the
boundary between natural and non-natural landscape elements
was identified as private if the boundary was marked by a
cultural feature placed on the private lot, such as a birdhouse,
flagstone, a fence, or vegetation and it was evident to the casual
tourist that the feature was part of the private lot. The
management unit was identified as municipal if the boundary
was marked by sand fences, a bulkhead or a boardwalk. Density
of vegetation was estimated as percent coverage in three
categories as low (0-33% coverage), medium (34-66%
coverage), and high (67-100%). Vegetation type refers to the
broad categories of grasses, shrubs and trees. These types were
further differentiated by whether the vegetation appeared
natural or unnatural. Natural and unnatural refer to appearance
and function rather than to whether the vegetation is native or
exotic because native species can be culled, cut and pruned to
convey a non-natural image. We could not distinguish between
native and exotic in any case because of the difficulty of gaining
access to each lot to identify species properly. Presence of
potted plants refers to all pots seen on the private lot regardless
of plant viability.

In the municipally managed area, a dune was identified as
present if it appeared to be built or managed as a protective
foredune or if it looked like it could provide some protection to
landward features, regardless of management. Density of
vegetation was measured the same way as on private lots.
Presence of shrubs refers to any shrub of any size or type.
Pathways through the dune were identified as present or absent,
but supplemental observations were also made of the type
because different sizes and configurations of pathways have a
strong visual impact on beach users and influence willingness to
use them. Presence of a bulkhead refers to any portion of this
kind of structure that can be seen directly seaward of the lot. The
locations of sand-trapping fences affect both dune growth and
access, so fences were identified as being at the landward
boundary, seaward boundary or within the foredune. Dune
height relative to window height was determined the same way
as on private lots.

Insight into the feasibility of getting residents to adopt more
environmentally friendly landscape options was obtained from
previous discussions with residents living near the shore. These
discussions were initiated by the residents who were interested
in obtaining the services of the professional landscaper on this
research team (A.B.). These results provide insight into resident
attitudes toward natural vegetation, their willingness to use
alternative species, the importance of cost, and the time devoted
to maintenance. The actual capability of residents to
successfully use different vegetation types is based on
observations of the viability over time of different species
commonly used for landscaping.

The characteristics of lots and comments of lot owners were
evaluated to determine the way nature could be accommodated,
given reasonable adjustments in attitudes and practices. The
result is a set of suggestions that can be applied by owners to
achieve a more naturally appearing and functioning landscape.
An incremental approach to change was preferred over the
identification of comprehensive model target states for
restoration because it is assumed that it is easier to get owners to
change practices slowly than to get them to perform radical
transformations of their lots. Suggestions are made for
alternatives to lawn grass, impermeable substrate, decks,
barriers and fences, bulkheads, pathways, vegetation and even
dunes, where residents refuse to accept them.

METHODS
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Types of Landscape Features

Dunes in the municipally managed zone

Dunes on private lots

Dunes are present seaward of all lots surveyed except 3
contiguous lots in Sea Girt and 1 lot in Beach Haven. Few of the
municipal dunes are un-vegetated (Table 1). Shrubs are rare but
they are closer to the water than they would be in undeveloped
areas, where foredunes are more dynamic because sand fencing
and vegetation are not used to stabilize them. A greater number
of foredune segments at Harvey Cedars have shrubs, reflecting
the longer time that vegetation has had to evolve.

Paths vary from narrow, winding trails that conform to the
topographic contours of the dune to wide, straight conduits cut
or trampled down to elevations that are lower than the adjacent
dune. The presence of paths through the foredune (Table 1)
reflects the degree to which municipal actions control visitor
trampling and the availability of alternative access routes at
street ends (not identified in Table 1). There are more paths in
Sea Girt, where there are fewer shore-perpendicular roads
providing shore-normal access. Some private pedestrian access
ways are raised wooden walkover structures that take up as
much space as paths and create a more obtrusive cultural
feature. The limited number of paths in Ocean City is partly due
to sand fences on the landward side of the dune that make access
difficult and the trough landward of the foredune that provides
access to the nearest road end. The lack of paths seaward of lots
on Long Beach Island reflects the numerous road ends that
provide easy access.

Bulkheads are absent or buried, except at Ocean City and a
few sites in Sea Girt. The bulkhead at Ocean City forms a
conspicuous boundary between the privately managed and
municipally managed zones on nearly 60% of the lots.

Maintenance of the trough landward of the municipally
managed dune decreases the likelihood that the bulkhead will
be buried and ensures that it will remain a conspicuous human
element in the landscape.

Sand fences are a ubiquitous component of the foredune
landscape, except at Sea Girt, where the fences placed earlier to
build the dune have built a foredune high enough to bury it and
provide protection from wave attack and wind blown sand. The
large number of sand fences on the landward side of the
foredune at Harvey Cedars occurs because there is too little
beach space on the seaward side to build a protective dune. The
fences on the landward side of the wider dune at Ocean City are
not required to build a higher dune. They prevent the dune from
migrating landward and, like the trough and bulkhead, serve to
decouple the municipal foredune from private lots.

Municipal foredunes occlude views of the sea on at least
some lots in all municipalities except Beach Haven, where there
are no dunes or the dunes that are being built have not had time
to evolve. Views are occluded in Ship Bottom and Long Beach
Township because the beach is narrow. The dune is not high, but
the surf zone is too close to the dune to be visible. If the beaches
were nourished and the dune remained in the same location and
at the same height, the surf zone would be visible because it
would be displaced seaward. The lack of views in Ocean City
occurs because the protective dune has been built higher and
displaced farther seaward using sand fences.

All lots in Long Beach Township have dunes (Table 2), and
they are all contiguous to the municipal dunes. Few of the lots in
Ocean City have dunes, but these lots are fronted by some of the
largest municipally managed dunes in the state. Fewer than a
quarter of the lots in Manasquan have dunes, and the proportion
of dunes contiguous to municipal dunes is small there. The
section of contiguous dune at Sea Girt conveys a natural image
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Table 1. Characteristics of municipal dunes seaward of private lots.

Dune Vegetation Density Path Blkhd Sand Fences Bdwk Trough

high med. low none yes back sea

% % % % % % % % % % % % %

No view

N

SG 49 93.9 2.0 39.0 45.0 8.2 30.6 14.3 38.8 10.2 20.4 67.4 2.0 8.0

MN 64 100.0 0.0 64.0 36.0 4.7 18.8 1.6 76.6 15.6 60.9 68.8 0.0 19.0

HC 18 100.0 6.0 50.0 11.0 0.0 16.7 0.0 100.0 66.7 83.3 0.0 0.0 11.0

SB 45 100.0 9.0 67.0 9.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 97.8 22.2 91.1 0.0 0.0 67.0

LB 35 100.0 57.0 39.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 8.7 100.0 0.0 0.0 83.0

BH 17 82.4 18.0 35.0 29.0 11.8 0.0 0.0 88.2 17.6 64.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

OC 146 100.0 28.0 29.0 30.0 0.0 11.0 58.2 99.3 82.2 99.3 32.1 77.4 50.0

SG=Sea Girt; MN=Manasquan; HC=Harvey Cedars; SB=Ship Bottom; LB=Long Beach Township; BH=Beach Haven
Boro; OC=Ocean City

Table 2. Characteristics of dunes on private lots.

Road

end there dune view Elev. Stories

peb sand imp sand wind other 1 >1

% % % % % % % % % % % % %

SG 49 22.0 57.1 49.0 2.0 2.0 75.5 14.0 22.4 20.4 46.9 40.8 4.1 14.0 86.0

MN 64 11.0 21.9 7.8 0.0 50.0 100.0 36.0 14.1 25.0 9.4 48.4 0.0 33.0 72.0

HC 18 67.0 27.8 22.2 0.0 61.0 83.3 22.0 27.8 16.7 27.8 0.0 50.0 0.0 100.0

SB 45 78.0 31.1 26.7 0.0 24.0 64.4 8.9 13.3 15.6 20.0 8.9 28.9 8.9 91.0

LB 35 57.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 95.7 0.0 17.4 8.7 8.7 4.4 21.8 8.7 91.0

BH 17 88.0 52.9 52.9 0.0 24.0 94.1 12.0 23.5 35.3 17.6 11.8 5.9 0.0 100.0

OC 146 24.0 8.2 6.2 1.0 39.0 32.9 67.0 1.4 23.3 68.5 33.6 4.8 1.4 99.0

Dune Contig No. Substrate Barriers Patio House characteristics

N

SG=Sea Girt; MN=Manasquan; HC=Harvey Cedars; SB=Ship Bottom; LB=Long Beach Township; BH=Beach Haven Boro; OC=Ocean
City
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at lots where natural landscaping has been used, but some
owners have placed sand fences, planted exotic species, or
trimmed native species to appear unnatural, creating a physical
and psychological barrier near the public/private boundary.
Only a handful of private lots in all municipalities have dunes
that are high enough to restrict views from first floor windows.
These lots are where municipal dunes already restrict views.

There are considerable differences between the number of
dunes and contiguity of dunes on lots in the neighboring
municipalities of Manasquan and Sea Girt and in the four
municipalities that are close to each other on Long Beach
Island. These differences indicate that socio-political controls
may be more influential than regional physical controls in
determining dune characteristics on private lots where residents
are allowed to manage their dunes independently of municipal
dunes.

Sandy substrate occurs on most lots, except in Ocean City
(Table 2). There is more unvegetated ground on private lots than
on municipal dunes (Table 1) although natural physical stresses
are greater on municipal dunes. Thus, human actions have
locally reversed the relationship between vegetation and
physical stress found on natural shores. Many lots have pebbles
or impermeable surfaces of concrete or asphalt. Most
impermeable surfaces are patios. There are more impermeable
patios in Ocean City. Decks are common in Manasquan, Sea
Girt, and Ocean City where there is more space available on
lots.

Barriers to reduce wind stress or trap sand blowing onto lots
are common (Table 2). They are least common in Long Beach
Township, where the fenced municipal dune is close to the
house. The greater percentage of non-trapping (other) barriers
in Sea Girt and Ocean City may be due to the limited dynamism
at the seaward boundary of private lots that are far from the
active seaward side of the municipal dune. Many of the barriers
in these stable locations are post-and-rail fences used only to
demarcate property. Lines of rocks or shells or vegetation are
also used to demarcate property lines.

Houses on most of the lots surveyed are not raised above the
ground. The percentage of raised houses is greatest in Harvey
Cedars, which is one of the municipalities that had the greatest
amount of damage in the last major storm (in March 1962) and
where a pro-active stance was taken to prevent future storm
damage.

Arelatively large percentage of lots has no vegetation on the
seaward side of the house. Nearly half of the lots in Manasquan
and over 1/3 of the lots in Ship Bottom are unvegetated. The lots
in Ship Bottom may be unvegetated because they are close to
commercial establishments that are found on the next shore-
parallel street, where vegetation is less common than on
residential streets. The lack of vegetation (and limited number
of dunes) at Manasquan appears to be due to the continued
practice of removing sand inundating lots that was common
before the recent beach fill and municipal dune were completed.
The new municipal dune has reduced, but not prevented, sand
from inundating properties. Conversations with residents
indicate that there is a fear that once dunes form on their lots,

their lots will fall within the dune land use zone controlled under
the Coastal Area Facilities Review Act and greater restrictions
will then be placed on their future actions.

Lawn grass is used in at least a portion of nearly 40% of the
lots in Harvey Cedars and Ocean City and is common on lots in
other municipalities, although more lots have American beach
grass than lawn grass. A relatively large percentage of lots have
natural or ornamental shrubs and trees. Manasquan is a major
exception. More shrubs are on lots than on the municipal dunes
fronting them which are closer to wind stress and salt spray
during onshore winds. More shrubs could occur on the lots than
on natural environments this close to the water because the
shrubs are sheltered from offshore wind stresses by the multiple
rows of houses on the landward side and because people can
plant and nurture them. Harvey Cedars is the only location
where there are more segments with shrubs on the municipally-
managed dunes. This may occur because the foredune there is
relatively old. Potted plants are rare on shorefront lots,
particularly on Long Beach Island.

Conversations with homeowners interested in contracting
for landscaping services indicate that they are not aware of 1)
the advantages of using natural species for landscaping; 2) the
great differences in viability of alternative species in the harsh
dune environment; or 3) the high levels of maintenance required
for species that are not adapted to coastal stresses. Factors
affecting the willingness or capability of a resident or
landscaping specialist to try naturally-compatible landscaping
options include 1) ground conditions (topographic relief,
space); 2) aesthetics of the vegetation (color, texture, fragrance,
changes during growing season); and 3) cost of the vegetation
and its care.

Topographic relief distinguishes the dune subenvironment
from the flatter portions of the lots farther landward, and it can
cause a resident to treat the dune differently from the rest of the
lot, where conversion to human uses is more common. Space is
critical in that natural vegetation is not likely to be accepted
unless space remains after portions of the lot have been
designated for recreational activities. Some species take up so
much space they may restrict both human uses and the number
of species that can be planted for variety.

Aesthetics plays an important role in owner preferences, but
these preferences are conditioned by past experiences (often
obtained in a non-coastal setting), leading residents to think that
lawn grass and trimmed hedges are the landscaping ideal. Color
appears to be the principal aesthetic concern among
homeowners, making flowering plants the preferred decorative
vegetation. Residents are interested in the characteristics of
plants in the summer, so plants that peak then, with the most
attractive flowers or foliage are preferred. Perennial flowering
plants bloom every year and require little effort, but they tend to
flower in the spring or late summer, so they may not be at their
optimum when the highest visitation rates occur. Annuals are
less expensive to purchase than perennials and they flower
throughout the summer, but they must be replaced each year.

ResidentAttitudes and Capabilities
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Demarcated by

mun. owner high med. low none sub. nat. sub. nat.

% % % % % % % % % % %

SG 16.3 53.1 16.3 38.8 20.4 10.2 24.5 55.1 32.7 63.3 26.5

MN 76.6 60.9 4.7 20.3 32.8 46.9 25.0 40.6 10.9 17.2 0.0

HC 61.1 27. 8 5.6 5.6 66.7 22.2 38.9 55.6 16.7 5.6 27.8

SB 15.6 24.4 13.3 20.0 24.4 37.8 17.8 53.3 11.1 20.0 11.1

LB 0.0 0.0 34.8 60.9 4.3 0.0 8.7 100.0 4.3 21.7 13.0

BH 0.0 29.4 11.8 29.4 35.3 23.5 11.8 70.6 5.9 29.4 35.3

OC 71.9 76.7 13.7 22.6 38.4 19.9 39.0 43.2 56.8 25.3 26.7

Vegetation density grasses shrubs trees

Table 2 continued. Characteristics of dunes on private lots.
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The characteristics of plants in the winter are relatively
unimportant because few people see them. Change in the
appearance of the landscape throughout the warmer months is
an important aspect of diversity. Many owners who use the
house as a second residence like to see something different each
time they visit the shore.

Many trees and high shrubs, such as pine, American holly
( ) and bayberry, do not flower, so their aesthetic
appeal is in their height or berries. Serviceberry (

) is the only flowering tree that grows close enough to
the beach to survive on a compressed backdune with little effort.
Several trees are adapted to the dune environment, including
most cedars and junipers. Deciduous trees have too much
surface area on their leaves to survive the dessicating winds and
salt spray. Broadleaf evergreens, such as holly, have coriaceous
leaves that protect them against dessication. They can also
defoliate in a stressful year but come back the next,
although the defoliation stage makes them less desirable to
owners.

Aesthetics are of considerably less interest to owners who
rent their houses to tourists than owners who live in their
houses. Care and maintenance of vegetation seem to be
important for these landlords only when they are ready to sell
their properties. It is difficult to identify how renters feel about
natural vegetation without a comprehensive survey, but the lack
of interest by landlords indicates that there may be a lack of
interest by renters. There is little incentive for renters to plant or
maintain vegetation on their own because of their lack
of ownership and the short durations of their visits.

Cost factors can include the unit cost of the plants, travel time
to the nursery, losses in transplanting from nursery to the lot,
ease of planting, maintenance after planting (watering, pruning,
replacing unsuccessful plants), and preparing land for exotic
species. Many of the plant species that owners ask landscapers
to emplace have low survivability, but landscapers may plant
them anyway, especially if they are not required to
guarantee that the plant will survive. Natural dune
vegetation is easy to maintain and thus is the cheapest
alternative.

Owners often say that they would like a specific plant, but
when questioned further, they say they want a certain image.
Working with the image rather than a specific plant offers the
landscaper greater opportunity to use native plants. Factors
considered most important in the selection of individual plants
by owners are 1) maintenance; 2) visual interest (colors, change
throughout tourist season); and 3) texture or smell. Some plants
are clearly superior in many of these factors. Rugosa rose (

) is one of these. It is a coarse shrub that grows in dense
clumps, has attractive flowers with red, pink or white petals,
stands at a relatively high elevation, and has dark green, deeply
furrowed leaflets (D and D 1987). These
qualities give it a rough appearance that provides a contrast in
texture from the surrounding grasses. It is relatively
maintenance free, although pruning to remove the dead wood
can make it more attractive. Bayberry is found naturally in the
dunes; it provides contrast in height and texture; and it has a
pleasing smell. Beach plum ( ) has value for
vertical relief and has attractive flowers, but it needs pruning.

The site inventories did not evaluate the types of landscape
features on the sides and landward portions of houses, but
insight into the importance of these other three locations as
potential natural environments was provided by responses of
residents and by our observations of vegetation on selected
properties. The landscaping practices employed by residents
indicate that the seaward and the landward sides of the houses
comprise two different environments, with the sides of the
houses a transition between the two. The landward, (road) side
is considered the front of the house. Space for nature on this side
is restricted by driveways and parking space for cars.
Ornamental shrubs are often the only vegetation planted.
Property owners often get ideas from looking at the landscapes
of their neighbors (H et al., 1998; Z and
G 2000). Mimicry of landscaping practices of
neighbors is common on the landward side, in contrast to the

seaward side, where there can be little correlation (C
and N 2003). There appears to be little incentive to
adopt a natural appearance landward of houses, especially when
lots across the road (that are not in the dune zone) are
maintained as suburban landscapes or as parking spaces or
gravel platforms.

Dunes on private lots are generally lower than municipally
managed dunes. Much of the sediment that would enter private
lots from the beach is trapped by the protective foredunes or
vertical barriers. Sand that passes these obstacles and begins to
accumulate on private lots is often removed by owners. The fear
that new dunes will cause private lots to fall within a new land
use zone deters property owners from allowing new dunes to
build up or municipally managed dunes to migrate onto their
land. Residents may be more willing to accept a continuous
dune gradient if lots are within a low, stable environment like
the backdune zone of a natural transect. Where beach space is
lacking, as on Long Beach Island, the only way to maintain a
high protective dune may be to allow the foredune to migrate
onto private properties. Here, agreements may be required to
retain development rights of owners who participate in building
foredunes that would place them in a restrictive land use control
zone.

Compromise solutions will be required to accommodate
nature while retaining recreational and protective values of
landforms in restricted space (N 2000). A fully
natural environment in the municipalities evaluated here
appears to be an impossible goal, given the proximity of
buildings to the beach and the need to maintain the dune as a
protection structure. A natural dune this close to the beach
would be low, hummocky and vulnerable to overwash. Houses
break up the strong offshore winds, and the presence of people
and pets reduces rabbit grazing, helping the backdune
vegetation to survive. Maintaining the dune as a barrier using
sand fences and vegetation plantings artificially creates an
environment that is more stable and better protected from salt
spray and blowing sand than a natural dune would be this close
to the water.

Shrubs in the backdune of an undeveloped shore would be
tens of meters farther landward and the trees perhaps hundreds
of meters farther landward than shrubs and trees that are found
on managed residential lots. A compressed backdune gradient
may be the only option on developed coasts. Given space
constraints on the seaward side, this backdune zone could only
occur on private lots. Contiguity of the backdune with the
foredune is important to establishment of a continuous
environmental gradient, but the dynamic foredune should be
seaward of lot lines. An ongoing commitment to beach
nourishment would ensure that the protective foredune could be
maintained seaward of lot lines and allow space for a backdune
environment to form with the cooperation of the lot owners.

Most residents acknowledge that there is a difference
between natural and suburban-type landscapes. Many want a
landscape that looks natural, but what they think is natural is
actually man made. Residents do not realize that a natural
landscape should not be controlled through constant pruning or
watering, and they do not know that a natural landscape is
cheaper to maintain, since it can survive with minimal input.
They often opt against natural landscapes due to a perceived
lack of control over vegetation plantings and a reduction of
lawn or open space. They require on-the-ground evidence of the
benefits of a natural landscape before opting for one, and they
need sound advice on how to proceed.

The relatively slow growth of natural vegetation, its unkempt
appearance and lack of human tolerance for bare sand within
vegetated areas would cause most resident owners to reject the
alternative of slow natural colonization, although it may be a
default option for undeveloped and renter occupied lots. A
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slightly less natural alternative would be to plant native species
and maintain them as aesthetic resources by removing dead
material and debris and cutting back growth that would obscure
the orderly appearance desired by most humans. New
vegetation could be planted and maintained to look natural by
placing them in masses, revealing broad sweeps of color in
irregular patterns. If exotic plants must be retained, they could
be allowed to grow in irregular patterns, creating an image of
nature that would be preferable to manicured lawn grass or
concrete patios.

Plants used for landscaping should be easy to obtain, easy to
plant, and easy to grow and maintain in a dune environment
without much effort. New soil should not be required. Plants
that can survive on sandy soil require little attention. They must
be watered in the first year of planting, but require no watering
after that. Owners should be aware that changes in color during
drought conditions are not necessarily a problem. Greater
appreciation of the changes that natural vegetation undergoes
throughout the year will reduce unnecessary maintenance costs.
Greater knowledge of the true characteristics of natural species
will help gain acceptance for them. For example, residents think
that the native seaside goldenrod ( ) is
ragweed ( ), an allergenic plant.
Seaside goldenrod grows well on dunes; it has attractive yellow
flowers; and it has a different height and texture from the more
common American beach grass. It would be a valuable addition
to many municipal foredunes and dunes on private properties.

Plants should provide color, texture and smell. Color is the

best characteristic to use to wean people away from lawns.

Texture is also important. Smell is less important. American

beach grass is adapted to dynamic environments and should be

used to cover bare areas near the crest of the dune. Beach plum

or seaside goldenrod are good natural species to fill in bare areas

on the landward side of the dune because they add interesting

texture and color. Ways to change the image of a lot and not

interfere with the growth of native dune include using pots and

other planters on decks, near walkways and other locations that

would not be devoted to permanent vegetation, and using

annuals that remain in flower throughout the summer season.
Grasses are well adapted to sandy soil. The problem is not the

appropriateness of grass in a dune, but the way grass is managed

as part of a lawn, which is an icon of communal order, a form of

manufactured consent, and a cultural artifact that is taken for

granted (F and R 2001). The common

conception that a lawn must be flat and green argues against

topographic diversity and results in overuse of water.

Restricting lawn grass to the immediate vicinity of the house or

its landward side would provide space for nature to evolve on

the seaward side of the lot and reduce maintenance costs.

Residents who live on a lot that has been graded flat and planted

with lawn grass or covered with pebbles can obtain a more

natural landscape image simply by planting alternative grasses

and shrubs. The differences in elevation will convey a sense of

topographic relief, but the low vegetation types will still allow

for views of the sea.
A distinction can be made between wild nature and

controlled nature and between a natural landscape and a

naturally-appearing landscape. Lawn grass that is mowed

conveys a non-natural image, but lawn grass that is allowed to

evolve appears natural in a dune setting although the species

may not be native to the dune. Japanese black pine is an exotic

plant, but it survives farther seaward than the location where

native pines would survive; it requires no maintenance; and it

has a height, color and texture that contrast well with both the

grasses and low shrubs. Bayberry is native to the backdune, but

a trimmed bayberry hedge (controlled nature) can look

artificial. Use of naturally appearing exotic vegetation in a

location where the pre-existing landscape had neither natural

vegetation nor a natural appearance is an acceptable initial

modification, but conversion to native backdune species would

be desirable at a later stage in the conversion process.

Reducing the physical and visual impact of structures is a
desirable goal in obtaining a more naturally appearing and
functioning dune environment. Residents should be convinced
that the concept of “improved land,” that refers to placing
cultural features on an undeveloped landscape, is not actually an
improvement.

Impermeable barriers can be used to obtain privacy,
demarcate property or prevent inundation by wind-blown sand.
Residents of New Jersey appear to have little interest in
obtaining visual privacy (presumably reflecting the lack of
fences in inland suburban environments), but they often take
action to demarcate property or prevent sand inundation. The
kinds of vegetation that grow landward of municipal dunes can
be used for both of these purposes and would be preferable to
cultural barriers. Sand fences can be used to demarcate property
or prevent sand inundation. Their temporary appearance and
common occurrence in the municipally managed dune make
them appear compatible with the present image of the coast, but
use of vegetation would be a better precedent. The need to
prevent inundation is inversely related to the efforts of
municipal managers to stabilize dunes, so sand fences are better
placed on the municipally managed foredune. If fences are used
to demarcate property lines, post and rail construction would be
preferable to sand trapping fences or less permeable fences
because this type of fence allows for free movement of biota
through it.

Lines of rocks, shells, or vegetation are also used to
demarcate property lines. Cobbles, boulders and flagstones do
not occur in a barrier island environment, but the way they are
used by New Jersey residents (in lines of isolated clasts) is less
obtrusive than the continuous lines of local seashells that are
also used. The implication is that the visual and physical impact
of less conspicuous exotic materials can be preferable to
conspicuous native materials used in a more prominent cultural
context.

Pebbles occur naturally in the dune zone, largely as aeolian
lag surfaces in overwashed areas. The pure gravel surfaces
created and maintained by residents do not convey the same
natural image because they lack the sand and shell subfractions
of deflated overwash surfaces, and the weed killer prevents
vegetation from evolving. Pebble surfaces are preferable to
concrete or asphalt surfaces because they can evolve into
natural environments with little commitment of resources, so
they are less restrictive of future options.

The raised decks in the study area are not high enough to
allow natural vegetation to form under them, but the decks are
preferable to the asphalt and pebble surfaces that are
alternatives to them because they are usually smaller. The
psychological value of having decks above the dune surface
rather than replacing the dune surface is another benefit. If
a lot owner insists on a flat platform, a small raised structure that
retains the natural topography is preferable to a large platform
that replaces the natural surface.

The expression “the only good bulkhead is a buried
bulkhead” applies whether the rationale is shore protection,
habitat creation or aesthetic appeal. As a protection
structure, a bulkhead is intended as backup protection, and a
covering of sediment provides primary protection. The vertical
face of an exposed bulkhead can be a trap for wind-blown sand
and prevent inundation of properties to landward, but a
properly fenced and vegetated municipal dune seaward of or
on top of the bulkhead can accomplish this goal. Troughs,
bulkheads and boardwalks perpetuate the feeling that wild
nature and human habitation are separable and incompatible
(N and M 2001). Maintaining a trough
between a protective foredune and a bulkhead appears to have
little value, and the trough and bulkhead disrupt the natural
environmental gradient. Many bulkhead segments in Ocean
City have decks and wind barriers built on them, making
bulkheads an even more intrusive element in the landscape.
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Elevated boardwalks, (Sea Girt, Ocean City) are a visual and
psychological barrier and can be a physical barrier to humans
and natural processes, depending on their height. They may
not be a problem if they are built high enough and nature
is allowed to occur on both sides, as at Sea Girt. The ground-
level promenade at Manasquan is less obtrusive in the
landscape than the raised bulkheads. Sediment transport is not
decoupled by the structure, but natural vegetation and
topography are eliminated by human actions.

Clients frequently trust professional landscapers to provide
the concept plan, with little input from them. Landscapers thus
have great latitude in suggesting more natural options and
designs that will fit into a broader neighborhood plan that will
achieve a less fragmented landscape. Most landscapers now
tend to use the same plants on each job. Getting landscapers to
change practices will be difficult, but once these practices
change, the inertia will work in favor of maintaining natural
landscapes. Owners and landscaping professionals alike must
be educated about what nature really is.

Landscapers may be more likely to suggest natural
vegetation if their businesses depend on the survivability of the
plants they use and their true costs. Maintenance should be
specified in landscaping contracts and required for warrantee.
This would reduce the use of exotics that have a low probability
of survival or initially seem more viable than they are.

Finding ways to make natural options less costly should be a
priority for future study. One example is to have nurseries grow
trees in pots rather than in the ground, so there will be a lower
loss rate associated with loss of roots when they are dug out of
ground.

Preferences of lot owners are conditioned by past
experiences that are often attained in a non-coastal setting, and
flat, green lawns and trimmed hedges formed by exotic
vegetation are common. Maintenance of lawns eliminates
diversity of topography and vegetation and results in overuse of
water. Exotic plants have low survivability, and a natural
landscape is cheaper to maintain.

Sand inundation on private lots is inversely related to the
efforts of municipal managers to stabilize protective foredunes,
and dunes on private lots are generally lower and less mobile
than the municipally managed dunes. More trees and shrubs are
found on lots than on natural environments close to the water
because of sheltering by houses, stabilization by sand fences,
and nurturing by humans. Residents may be more willing to
accept a continuous dune gradient and natural vegetation if lots
remain in a low, stable environment. Agreements may be
required to retain development rights of owners in more
dynamic coastal environments where protective foredunes
migrate onto their land.

Topographic relief, space, aesthetics of the vegetation, and
cost affect the willingness or capability of residents to try
naturally-compatible landscaping options. Plants that peak in
the summer (when houses are occupied) and have attractive
flowers or foliage are preferred. Trees and shrubs provide
height, texture and color in their berries, and the resulting
differences in elevation provide a substitute for lack of
topographic relief. Native species can be made more
aesthetically appealing by removing dead material and cutting
back growth to create a more orderly appearance. New
vegetation could look more natural if planted in irregular
masses of color and texture and cutting is minimized. The
physical and visual impact of unvegetated troughs, bulkheads,
boardwalks and walls perpetuate the feeling that wild nature

and human habitation are separable and incompatible, and their
impact on the landscape should be minimized by direct removal
or by allowing sand to inundate them.

Maintenance should be specified in landscaping contracts,
and success of vegetation should be guaranteed to reduce the
uncritical use of exotics that have a low probability of survival.
Education programs and research programs for finding ways to
make natural options less costly should be a priority for future
study.
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